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Sadlier vocabulary level b unit 8 answers

This product can serve as one of a series of weekly unit quizzes designed to assess and enhance students' vocabulary skills. Includes definitions, sentence achievements, synonyms, antonyms and sentence construction. This product can only be used by teachers or teachers in his or her own classroom and not for commercial use. StandardsVerding and
accurately using a range of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases that are sufficient to read, write, speak and listen at the university and career level; Show independence in collecting vocabulary knowledge when encountering an unknown term important for understanding or expression. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multi-purpose words and phrases using contextal directions, analysing meaningful word parts and consulting general and specialised reference material, as the case may be. Java Games: Flashcards, matching, concentration and word search. Sadlier-Oxford Vocabulary Workshop Level B AB abnormal (adj) not common, not typical, strange (syn) freakish,
unnatural, irregular, deviant (ant) normal, usual, regular, typical capsizing (v) to turn the bottom up, upset (syn) tilt, upend, tip over (ant) stay, upright catastrophe (n) a large-scale disaster, accident, or failure (syn) calamity, tragedy, cataclysm (ant) triumph, victory, success fall (v) or less;(n) reduce (syn)(v) , reduce, dwindle, reduce (ant)(v) increase, grow,
develop, wax disputatious (adj) inclined to argue or debate;provoke debate (syn) argumentative, arguing, controversial (ant) non-argumentative, peace-loving, pacific eject (v) to drive or throw out, turn off (syn)expel, evict, turn off (ant) admit, let in, insert (v) to grow, thrive, thrive. to wave in the air;(n) a dramatic gesture;a fanfare of horns (syn)(v) blooming,
budding, expulsion (ant) expulsion, dying, fading, shrivelling incentive(s) a reason to do something; something that encourages action (syn) stimulus, spur, motive, incitement (ant) curb, control, restraint, annoying (adj) disobedient, rebellious (syn)challenging, unruly, mutinous (ant) obedient, submissive, docile, fully readable (adj) easily readable, clear,
illegible (ant) illegible, illegible nub(n) the central point or heart of a matter, a button (syn) kernel, kernel, kernel, crux (ant) pony, periphery, our edgelaught (n) a violent attack; a sudden rush of something (syn) attack, indictment, raid, initial order(v) to be established by law; order or recommend; to appoint a priest or minister; to (syn) ointment to detine,
consecrate, fix, prohibit decree (ant), veto, cancel outstrip(v) to move forward do better than, surpass (syn) outdistance, surpass (ant) trail, lag pervade (v)spread over (syn) satiating, penetrating, diffuse, imbue prudent (adj) cautious, careful, show common sense (syn) wary, wise, wise (ant) foolish, unwise, uninhabited, reckless extinguish (v) extinguish
extinguish (syn) douse, stifle, slake (ant) ignite, kindle rest(n) a small part that happens behind (syn) rest, residue, scrap, fragment simultaneously (adj) or exist at the same time (syn) occurring at the same time, simultaneously (ant) which is at different times swerve(v) to turn sharply aside; (n) a sharp or sudden bend (syn)(v) spring, swerve, failure
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